
S I G N M A K E R S  &  S C R E E N  P R I N T I N G

VINYL GRAPHICS

01909 480 590

Almost any typeface or symbol can be vinyl 
cut quickly and economically to produce 
one-offs or small runs and can be applied to 
most surfaces with ease.

 Characters can be supplied pre-spaced with carrier 
fi lm ready for customers own application. We can 
supply an application guide. 
 A wide range of colours  are available in both 
matt and gloss fi nish, 4 colour printed vinyl is also 
available.
 Frosted vinyl is available for application to glass 
doors and windows to for an acid etched appearance

C U T  V I N Y L  G R A P H I C S

D I G I T A L L Y  P R I N T E D  G R A P H I C S

 An economical option is large and small 
format full colour digital printing which is 
ideal for exhibitions, signs, banners and 
even outdoor signage and vehicle graphics. 

 It can produce large full colour graphics which 
can be cut to any shape and applied to a vehicle. 
The ability to produce high resolution prints onto 
vinyl means the graphics can then be applied to 
most surfaces, making this printer and the prints it 
produces extremely versatile.

Vinyl graphics can be stuck on pretty much any smooth surface from storefront windows to vehicles, making them one 
of the most versatile marketing signage tools available. Vinyl graphics are great value for money and are easily applied 
and removed making them a great choice for short-term advertising. 

We’re confi dent that we will have a suitable vinyl graphic option for all of our customer’s requirements.

They are also extremely durable and are printed using weatherproof eco-solvent inks making them suitable for long-term 
and outdoor use.

Clear vinyl graphics are available for those who want the back ground surface to show through, white (or grey) vinyl 
graphics for those who wish the surface to be hidden. Want to display your graphics from inside? Choose the reverse 
printing option when you order. Need a specifi c shape for your sticker? Choose the contour cutting option to produce 
any shape you like.

We only use the very best quality vinyl for our vinyl graphic stickers and print at the highest industry standard of upto 
1440dpi using weatherproof UV-resistant eco-solvent inks. The vinyl and ink are weatherproof and scratch resistant 
which means you can use them in high traffi c areas or outdoors safe in the knowledge that they’ll keep looking great.



VINYL GRAPHICS

01909 480 590

CLICK HERE TO ENQUIRE OR PLACE AN ORDER

G L A S S  M A N I F E S T A T I O N

 Glass Manifestation is designed to be 
applied to glass windows, door and 
partitions to help stop people walking into 
the glass and possibly causing injury. 

Glass Manifestation is required by law, as part of the 
Disability Discrimination Act (DDA).
 Manifestation markings need to be between placed 
on the glass at two levels, 850mm and 1000mm, 
and between 1400mm and 1600mm above the 
fl oor. The material used on the glass must provide a 
contrast between the glass and the background, but 
maintaining the background seen through the glass.

Window Graphics Installation
Use our professional installation service for your new window graphic for fl awless results that will last. All work is 
undertaken by our trained, experienced, and fully insured installation experts who work across the UK, and all jobs are 
tailored to suit your specifi c installation requirements exactly.

HOW TO APPLY
VINYL GRAPHICS

BACKING PAPERVINYL

MASKING

Peel masking away from backing paper. The vinyl graphic should 
be stuck face first to the masking material. Discard the backing paper.

SMOOTHING TOOL

STICKER

SURFACE

Use a squeegee or credit card to evenly smooth down the
vinyl from one side to the other onto your surface. Apply pressure
back and forth with your smoothing tool to ensure a strong bond.

VINYL

MASKING

Remove the masking material by starting in one corner
then SLOWLY peeling to the opposite corner.

STICKER

FINISHED. All that should remain at this point is the vinyl graphic.


